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Bulletin board inspires surprise 
performance in Regis Dining Hall 
Jacqueline Kharouf 
Spotlight Editor 
This past Wednesday, the din of 
lunchtime banter was co-opted by four 
masked student performers. The per-
formers -Tony Steacy, Colin Ferro, 
Jacqueline Davis, and Sarah Cihal --
stood on the stage in the Dining Hall 
and recited several opinions and 
responses written on the Office for 
Service Learning's bulletin board in 
Loyola Hall, which posed the question: 
"What do you have to say about the 
war in Iraq?" 
The students, part of Dr. Janna 
Goodwin's COM 312 class, 
"Performance of Self in Society," 
intended to bring awareness to the 
ever-pertinent query. A selection of 
scrawlings like 
"Remember the value of a human 
life"; "Tear down the system"; "I sup-
port our troops"; "You are a moron"; 
and "I like strawberry ice cream" were 
shouted to the audience. 
The nature of the performance and 
the masks worn by the students was 
meant to reflect the anonymity of the 
bulletin board and to present the var-
ied opinions written there. For students 
eating in the cafeteria during the event, 
the performance ranged from confus-
ing to provocative. 
One student commented on the ran-
118 vou have to sa, about Ute war 11 1.-.-
Photo Erich di Cherets 
After a Fall 2005 Loyola Hall bulletin board depicted the costs of the Iraq 
War, the Center for Service Learning's next board asked for student 
response to the question, "What do you have to say about the war in Iraq?" 
The written comments on the board, and conversations in front, inspired a 
class performance in the Dining Hall last Wednesday. 
dom arrangement of the quotes, "I was 
more confused than anything else," 
the student said, "And then when they 
were talking over each other, it just 
sounded like a bunch of people talking 
over each other and they lost what 
they were actually saying, except 
when they were all yelling at the same 
time." 
See Bulletin Board on page 2 
Photo Erich di Cherets 
Regis senior basketball players played their final regular season home games last weekend in the Fieldho~se. 
Congratulations to Lindsay Viall, Aiste Slenyte, Jay Goral, Casey Fisher, Slade Bigelow, Ben Schafer, Jason De1ch, 
Logan Garvin and Alex Glueckler. Women's hoops will host an RMAC quarterfinal game next Wednesday. Men's 
basketball win need two wins this weekend and a bit of luck in order to advance to the conference tourney. 
Denver, Colorado 
Harvard guy 
shares his Jim 
Crow schooling 
Phillip Sparer 
Staff Reporter 
At 8 p.m. Thursday, February 16, 
2006, the Civil Rights Movement of the 
1960s came to Regis in the stories 
and gospel hymns of John Perdew's 
one act play, "Education of a Harvard 
Guy." In his autobiographical account, 
Perdew recalls his travels from under-
graduate life at Harvard University to 
the jails and courtrooms of segregated 
southwestern Georgia. 
Perdew begins the play musing how 
vividly he remembers events that took 
place over four decades ago, remem-
bering it not like it was yesterday, but 
"as if it as if it were seconds ago." 
Perdew describes leaving Harvard 
during his junior year to join the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) in attempts to 
assist Georgia blacks register to vote. 
The play chronicles the tale of how 
Perdew, a white Denver native, traded 
his comfortable academic setting for 
three months in jail and charges for 
insurrection, an obscure but potential-
ly capital offense, in 1963. Perdew 
was beaten by a mob an arrested sev-
eral times as he helped black citizens 
gain the right to vote. 
Perdew and his three companions 
fasted for three weeks during their first 
stint in jail. On this time he reflected, 
"Except for food, we ate heartily" on 
thoughts of faith and the worthiness of 
their cause. 
On summoning the strength for con-
frontations with good-old-boys in the 
Jim Crow South, Perdew had to recall 
his sense of purpose. "I was newswor-
thy," Perdew comments further. "I had 
not come to the South to be a chick-
en." 
Interwoven within Perdew's recol-
lections are the snippets of traditional 
African-American freedom hymns 
sung by a founding member of the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) Freedom Singers, 
Rutha Harris. 
Although the set consists only of a 
PVC pipe jail cell , podium and a 
"Register to Vote" picket sign, the 
stage is filled with Perdew's passion 
See Perdew on page 2 
'f 
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Bulletin Board trom tront page 
Although many students may not 
have understood that the performance 
was inspired by the Loyola bulletin 
board, other students felt it was well 
done and insightful. "I thought what 
they had to say was good and I think 
that there's a difference," one student 
said . "Just because you're not for the 
war in Iraq doesn't mean that you're 
against the troops. I think you can still 
support the troops and not support the 
actions that were taken by the coun-
try." Another student agreed, "I'm glad 
that [the performance] happened." 
While many students found the per-
formance interesting, several found 
that the performance was too brief. "I 
picked up right away that it was pulled 
off the bulletin board and I think that it 
Perdew from tront page 
for civil rights and a sense of the injus-
tice and ignorance that poisoned 
southwest Georgia. 
The son of a University of Denver 
professor and a graduate of Denver 
North High School, Perdew has spent 
the past 34 years living in southwest 
Georgia. His most recent endeavors in 
civil rights have been helping black 
farmers in rural Georgia organize co-
ops and unions. At his wife's behest 
Perdew decided to tum his stories int~ 
a "dramatic memoir." Perdew, with the 
help of playwright and Albany State 
University Emeritus Professor of Fine 
Arts Curtis L. Williams, began per-
forming "Education of a Harvard Guy" 
in October 2005. 
Denver Man Jailed 
In Georgia Race Row 
News 
was definitely provocative, but I don't 
know," said one student. "I wish there 
would have been a discussion, some-
thing that went along with it because I 
feel like it just left the audience con-
fused." 
Another student thought that while 
the performance was good, it was 
slightly biased. "I thought it was an 
interesting idea . . . I kinda liked it, I 
guess I'm glad that they did it," the stu-
dent said . "(But. .. ] what they had paint-
ed on [the masks ... ] didn't really strike 
me as being ... I don't know, I guess just 
the way that it was presented made 
me think of it as being kinda one 
sided." 
For other students the performance 
did not change their opinions on the 
war in Iraq or their support for 
President Bush. One student, who 
declared herself a Republican said, "I 
don't want to get into it" and declined to 
comment further on the issue. 
Another student said, "Well the bot-
tom line is we're there now and we 
can't just leave .. . they're still fighting 
over whether we should be at war or 
not when we're stuck there." 
Despite these discrepancies, the 
performance made students aware of 
the opinions of their peers concerning 
the war in Iraq. "I think it was success-
ful reaching the audience," said one 
student after the performance. "I feel 
like everyone had to stop and pay 
attention." 
The event was a voluntary perform-
ance based on an idea of Dr. Goodwin. 
"Whether people liked it. didn't like it, 
or didn't even get it, I feel like we put 
the message of the board out there for 
people to interpret in their own way," 
Sarah Cihal said of the performance. 
D . Photo Erich di Cherets 
enver_ native John Perdew performs his one act performance, "The 
~ducat,on ~f a H~rvard Guy," last Thursday in the Dining Hall. His narra-
tive delves .'~to _his ex~eriences in Jim Crow Georgia spliced in the soulful 
vocals of c1v1I rights singer and activist Rutha Harris. 
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Tuesday, February 2 1, 2006 RUSGA Election 2006 Highlander 3 
Meet the Candidates Tuesday, February 28 9:00-11 :00 Loyola 11 :15-1:00 Student Center 
1:15-3:30 ALC 
9:30-10:15 at Bowling 
We have provided this space for the candidates to introduce themselves and present their platforms. 
Please come to the RUSGA ELECTION DEBATES on MONDAY at 5:30 in the STUDENT CENTER mod-
e~ated by Highlander Editor in Chief Chris Dieterich. Students will have the opportunity to ask the can-
didates questions at the debates. Voting will take place Tuesday and Wednesday next week at the fol-
lowing times and places: 
Wednesday, March 1 
8:30-10:45 Loyola 
11 :00-1 :30 Student Center 
2:00-400 ALC 
Risschie Aran 
President 
Straight From the Hip 
Director of Student Involvement 
04'-05' Sophomore Senator 
Why do I want to run? 
• Regis gave me a chance so I want to give back 
by serving Regis. 
• Being apart of something that could potentially give more 
responsibility to students effecting fellow students. 
• To give students a chance to see what they could create. 
• Frank, Danny and Jesse appointed me as SIC 
director and they gave me a golden opportunity to serve people. I 
helped SIC advance up from where it was, imagine what I could do as 
President 
What do I want to do? 
I want students to know about RUSGA and all of its realms. With my experi-
ence with RUSGA both internally and externally, I can effectively get people 
involved in what they want. Zac Garthe and I have devised a plan to which stu-
dents get to sit in on the RUSGA meetings. Once a month students can get a 
feel for what happens, learn and even express ideas or concerns that they have 
about or around campus. Zac and I would like to work with Campus Safety to 
see what can be done to ensure security of the student body. Furthermore, we 
would carry on the goals of the current people in office. The only personal agen-
da we have is to have students to help each other. We are Loyola to you! 
Brittani Sours 
President 
In the past two years, Regis University Student 
Government Association (RUSGA) has seen significant 
growth and improvements. With the current Jesuit tradi-
tion of cura personalis, RUSGA has been striving to 
achieve a cooperative balance between the student and 
their experience at Regis. The development of many clubs and organizations, as 
well as importance on diversity and social justice issues, has proved to the Regis 
Community that students take their years at Regis very seriously. RUSGA has 
guided students through the processes of making their voices heard. 
During my year as the Director of Communications on the Executive Cabinet of 
RUSGA, I have seen the communicative efforts of students first hand. After serv-
ing as a liaison between the students, faculty, and RUSGA as a whole, the 
potential for further involvement has quickly surfaced. 
As President I would not only encourage the previous growth that we have 
seen as a Student Government over the past two years, but I would also ensure 
that RUSGA moves out of transition and into its full potential. Being able to suc-
cessfully communicate with the administration and students will allow me to 
ensure that RUSGA wi ll become a more visible aspect of the Regis Community. 
As you consider your vote for the future of RUSGA, I hope that you will consid-
er the necessary qualities of a President that will guide the organization into fur-
ther success. I hope that on Feb 2, 3 you choose me as your president. 
Danny Gallagher 
Chief Justice 
1 am first pleased to announce that I am running for 
Chief Justice for the 2006-2007 school years. Some 
may never enter the Judicial Process, while others have 
multiple experiences with documentation, or_ even ~n . 
appeal to the judicial board. The role of the Chief Justice must be the head a fair, 
and unbiased board of Associate Justices, and to hire competent Advocates in 
the case a student needs a guide through our internal judicial processes. I feel 
that my experience stems from my role as an Advocate on the Board two years 
ago. I also know that my exp_eri~nce as a Re~i~ent Assistant has given. me a 
plethora of insight at the beginning of the Jud1c1al Process (documentation). I 
have dealt with an uncountable number of situations, and mediated several 
roommate conflicts. As the Student Body Vice President for the last year I have 
worked closely with Jesse Stevens, the current Chief Justice, who was an elect-
ed member of the RUSGA executive cabinet. In the e~d I know that I :,vould 
make a great Chief Justice because of not only my experience ~ere at ~eg1s, but 
because I am motivated to continue the g~eat wo~k that the Ch1e! Jus~1ces h~ve 
done for many years before my interest in running. I cannot win this election 
·thout the people casting their votes. It is my hope that on Feb 2nd, and 3rd; 
;~u will choose me as your next Chief Justice. 
Zac Garthe 
Vice President 
My name is Zac Garthe: I am a Resident Assistant on 
the third floor of O'Connell , a current member of the 
Senate, and a Trip Leader for the Outdoor Adventure 
Program. Risschie Aran and I have developed a plan to 
meet Regis University's students' needs. I am, therefore, running for the Student 
Body Vice President. 
If elected as the Vice President, I will be charged with supervising the Student 
Senate. Although it has been in talented and capable hands for two years, I 
desire for this mighty institution to expand. 
I seek to improve the availability of the Senate to students by changing the 
time and location of its meetings. Furthermore, I plan to provide incentives to 
attend for both Club Senators and the student body population based on consis-
tent participation in meetings. More importantly, club termination though lack of 
turn-over is a significant problem on campus. As Vice President, I will focus on 
increasing the freshman participation in clubs, thereby securing membership 
indefinitely. Just as it is important for the Senate to hear the Students, so too 
must the Students be aware of the actions of the Senate. 
I plan to initiate a bi-weekly address to the student body summarizing the cur-
rent actions and proposals of the Senate. 
My name is Zac Garthe, I am running with Risschie Aran. Get to Gnome Us. 
Brooke Stringfellow 
Vice President 
Regis University's population has grown substantially 
since my freshman year. The Student Senate has 
become more influential in decisions made by the 
University in the past two years, while creating better L....---~=---
opportunities for student to get involved. This trend in the 
Senate must continue in order for campus improvements, more clubs for stu-
dents to participate in, and better awareness of Regis University Student 
Government Association. 
Being the Parliamentarian for Student Senate this year has enabled me to 
learn and fully understand RUSGA's constitution. After observing the interaction 
and positive dialog that occurs among students in Senate, with the right leader-
ship, I feel that its future outlook is extremely promising and productive. 
For three years of high school, I was very active in Model United Nations giving 
me a strong understanding and experience of parliamentary procedure. This is 
an important facet to the Senate because it helps to structure discussion and be 
time efficient. By continuing parliamentary procedure the Senate will be able to 
cover more topics during their meetings. I also believe in leadership positions 
listening is the most crucial quality one must have. Listening to the ideas, ques-
tions, and concerns of the student population is one of my main objectives in the 
Vice President position. 
As Vice President I would be committed to RUSGA and Senate's growth as 
an instrumental liaison for students. 
Torie Leone 
Chief Justice 
Just as the United States judicial system is designed to 
protect the rights and privileges of its citizens, the Regis 
judicial system balances the rights of individuals against 
the good of the Student Body as a piece of this institution. 
The judicial system gives the Judicial Board a role requir-
ing more trust than any other elected position. 
The Judicial Board, led by the Chief Justice, becomes the group that students 
grant the humbling trust to reconcile the facts of each case with the unsympathet-
ic regulations of the Student Handbook. The Chief Justice is placed in the difficult 
position of cross-examining both parties in a judicial hearing, trying to get to the 
truth of what happened, and guiding the associate justices in reaching a decision. 
Each role requires the utmost respect and open-mindedness. 
Having been an Associate Justice for the past year, I have seen and participat-
ed in the judicial process numerous times. I have sat in deliberation and had to 
see the fine points of each case make interpretation of the Student Handbook not 
only possible but unavoidable. Each case presents its own twists and turns and 
requires a different approach. I feel that my experience would be a useful factor 
in helping me to negotiate the regulations that apply to not only students and the 
Handbook, but also the conventions that govern the procedures of the Judicial 
Board. 
Based on my experience with the student judicial system, I would like to 
respectfully offer myself as a candidate for the position of Chief Justice. 
''1 ,, .. ,. , , 
4 Highlander Opinion 
Tuesday, February 21, 2006 
Never again: facing the 
ongoing genocide in the Sudan 
This past week 
saw a number of 
actions related to 
the unforgiving 
conflicts that have 
ravaged the 
Sudan, the largest Justin Goldman 
country in Africa. Opinion Editor 
Located in the northeast of the conti-
nent, with a shoreline bordering the 
Red Sea, the region faces a vicious 
drought which has in past years hin-
dered agricultural yields. Reuters 
reports that last week two United 
Nations agencies warned that 6.7 mil-
lion people in Sudan require food aid 
despite good harvest in 2006. The 
Food and Agriculture Organization 
{FAO) and the United Nations World 
Food Program (WFP) said in a joint 
statement that most of the needy are 
found in Darfur region of western 
Sudan, southern Sudan and marginal 
areas in central and eastern parts of 
the country. The multiple conflicts 
within the Sudan threaten to create a 
"lost generation" of people who lack 
basic health care and little opportunity 
for employment or education. 
Darfur, which consists of three fed-
eral states located in the western 
region of the Sudan, is bordered by the 
Central African Republic, Chad, and 
Libya. In Darfur, the primarily Arab, 
Janjaweed Militia is supported by the 
Sudanese Government in its system-
atic campaign of ethnic cleansing. 
Although reports about the number of 
casualties vary, UK-based Dr Jan 
Coebergh, who once worked in Darfur 
and has examined a range of aid 
agency health surveys, estimates 
about 300,000 deaths. However he 
admits the constraints on developing 
accurate figures. "The reality is that 
we just don't know the scale of the 
problem," Dr Coebergh told BBC 
News 
Last Thursday, Secretary of State 
Condoleezza Rice testified to the 
House International Relations 
Committee. According to Reuters 
Secretary Rice said, "On Darfur, our 
policy is unchanged. It is our view that 
genocide was committed and in fact 
continues in Darfur." The Regime in 
Khartoum denies charges from the 
United States of genocide. 
According to estimates from the 
United Nations, there are over 1.6 mil-
lion internally displaced persons in 
Darfur and more than 200,000 
refugees who have moved into neigh-
boring Chad. In January, UN 
Secretary General Kofi Annan wrote in 
the Washington Post, "Many parts of 
Darfur are becoming too dangerous for 
relief workers to reach. The peace 
talks are far from reaching a conclu-
sion. And fighting now threatens to 
spread into neighboring Chad, which 
has accused Sudan of arming rebels 
on its territory." Security is very prob-
lematic and the African Union Force is 
stretched very thin. There is a 7,000 
man force on the ground of which 
2,000 of those in observer capacities. 
According to the International Crisis 
Group the January 2005 
Comprehensive Peace Agreement for-
mally ended war between the 
Khartoum government and the insur-
gent Sudan People's Liberation 
Movement (SPLM), Africa's longest 
civil conflict. The fighting in this, the 
second Sudanese Civil War, began in 
1983. While the atrocities of raping 
and killing occur in the west of Sudan, 
the effects threaten the fragile peace 
agreement that ended the North-South 
Civil War. The desire for autonomy in 
the South has made power sharing dif-
ficult, as transitioning from an insur-
gent force to a legitimate political party 
has plagued the SPLM. The revenue 
the country brings in from exporting oil 
has been a point of contention. 
Leaders in the south have expressed 
frustration in the amount of revenue 
which they have received. 
According to the Associated Press, 
President Bush addressed the deterio-
rating situation in Darfur to an invita-
tion-only event at the Port of Tampa 
last Friday. "The strategy was to 
encourage African Union troops to try 
to bring some sense of security to 
these poor people that are being herd-
ed out of their villages and terribly mis-
treated. The effort was noble but it did-
n't achieve the objective." 
In the past the Sudanese 
Government has made it clear its aver-
sion to having non-African forces par-
ticipate in peacekeeping. The 
Scotsman reported that President 
Bush said that double the number of 
peacekeepers--than the already 
7,000-strong African Union monitors 
and troops deployed there--were 
needed to stop the violence. Although 
Darfur has forced peo-
ple around the world to 
reexamine the idea of 
"never again" that they felt 
in response to the horrors 
of the Rwandan Genocide 
of 1994 ... 
there is significant engagement within 
other areas of the continent, it would 
be difficult to develop the political will 
in European capitals to send peace-
keepers into the volatile crisis in 
Darfur. 
President Bush has expressed how 
NATO stewardship would be vital to a 
successful multinational peacekeeping 
force. Judy Dempsey reports that 
NATO is coming under increasing 
pressure from the Bush Administration 
to play a much bigger role in Sudan, 
with President Bush telephoning the 
NATO Secretary General, Jaap de 
Hoop Scheffer, during the weekend. 
Bipartisan legislation was intro-
duced last week by Senator Sam 
Brownback (R-Kansas) and Senator 
Joseph Biden (D-Delaware) calling for 
NATO to support the African Union 
efforts in Darfur. Doubling the force 
may not be enough to pacify this area 
which has suffered so greatly. 
This past weekend House Minority 
Leader Nancy Pelosi led an 11-mem-
ber delegation to the Sudan. 
According to the Sudan Tribune Ms. 
Pelosi said , "Our delegation will 
assess the situation on the ground in 
Darfur, and discuss security, econom-
ic, health, and hunger issues with 
regional leaders across the continent." 
The growing attention to the situation 
is absolutely necessary if there is to be 
political will behind sending a more 
robust force. 
Darfur has forced people around the 
world to reexamine the idea of "never 
again" that they felt in response to the 
horrors of the Rwandan Genocide of 
of 1994 where 800,000 Tutsis were 
massacred in less than 100 days. UN 
Envoy to the Sudan Jan Pronk told the 
International Herald Tribune that 
20,000 troops would be needed to di.~-
arm what he said were marauding m1h-
tias and protect refugees who wanted 
to return home. In today's internauo _ 
al system failed and failing states pre;. 
ent a clear and present danger to glob-
al security. 
by Jacqueline Kharouf 
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HIVE YOU DOWNLOADED ~~ YET? 
tt delivers exclusive low fares directly to your desktop. Get it at southwest.com. 
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Knowing Your Neighbors, Part 2 
This week's feature continues 
the Highlander's examination of 
Regis University and community 
relations, particularly the impact 
of off campus living. Programs 
instituted at other schools sug-
gest the need for coordinated 
and creative action at Regis. 
Specifically, better information 
on the whereabouts of local off 
campus students would facilitate 
communication. 
Our series is intended to 
supply readers with background 
for the March 2 Regis University-
Berkeley neighborhood dia-
logue. 
-- Highlander editorial staff 
Living off 
campus: 
Regis and 
beyond 
Maricor Coquia 
Staff Reporter 
Early last December, a Regis neigh-
bor expressed his frustration with Regis 
student behavior. "We've tried so many 
times to reason with this student, and 
yet, we feel disrespected. Parties two, 
three times a week. II came to a point 
where I had enough ... ! signed a com-
plaint." 
Similarly, Jason Pfeiffer, a resident liv-
ing in vicinity of the University of Arizona 
commented in the Arizona Daily Wildcat, 
"The students have been cranking up 
their stereos up to full blast until 4 a.m. , 
leaving empty beer cans in their yard 
and other neighbors' yards, and showing 
a total lack of respect to the community's 
desire for quiet nights." 
Complaints like these aren't new from 
campus neighbors around the country. 
Students, however, are telling a different 
story. 
Student Jon Edwards, a marketing 
senior at the U. of Arizona said, "These 
residents need to simply understand and 
accept that college students live around 
here." 
A Regis freshman similarly comment-
ed, "Our neighbors need to realize we're 
young and learning how to live on our 
own. It's our freedom they're trying to 
lake away," she said. "I bet when they 
were our age, they felt the same way." 
Christine Mayorga, also a Regis fresh-
man, expressed, "I'm renting next 
semester. It'll be my property, my 
responsibility," she said. "But I can 
understand if neighbors are going to be 
upset. If there's a party house across 
from me, I'd be upset too. It's rude. • 
What's the problem? 
Nationwide, college campuses have 
been feeling the pressure of disappoint-
ed neighbors and frustrated students 
seeking to live cooperatively in their 
respective neighborhoods. However, as 
neighbors continue to complain about 
their rowdy student residents and stu-
dents continue to feel stripped of their 
college independence, the search for a 
proactive and effective solution has 
urged university officials to lake notice. 
The problem seems to stem from a 
number of issues, including student mis-
conduct, underage drinking, and difficul-
ties in enforcing policy. Regis, recogniz-
ing these issues, is not far behind in its 
search for a viable solution. 
Last December, Regis faculty mem-
ber Dr. Mary Beth Callie, assistant pro-
fessor of Communication, in collabora-
tion with Paul Alexander, director of the 
Institute on Common Good, organized a 
dialogue between Regis and its neigh-
bors. The dialogue began as a class 
project, in which Callie's public speaking 
students surveyed nearby neighbors, 
and listened to community speakers. 
Based on their findings, the goal of the 
dialogue was to "bridge the community 
surrounding Regis and the university 
itself as a way to find solutions for ongo-
ing problems facing the area," including 
student behavior and neighbor etiquette. 
The dialogue with neighbors at Regis 
coincided with the formation of a neigh-
borhood association, Berkeley-Regis 
United Neighbors (BRUN). The new 
association represents residents who 
live between 35th and 52nd Avenues 
and Federal and Sheridan. They met 
several weeks ago to elect board mem-
bers. The next BRUN meeting is sched-
uled for Tuesday, February 21 , at the 
Oriental Theater on the corner of 44th 
Avenue and Tennyson. The follow-up 
university-neighborhood dialogue is also 
scheduled for Thursday, March 2, in 
Main Hall 333 at 7 p.m. At this meeting, 
faculty, staff, administrators, and stu-
dents will gather with BRUN to address 
the ongoing frustrations about student-
neighborhood relations. 
Solutions at other schools 
According to the Indiana Daily Student, 
Indiana University has taken a costly 
approach to warn it students of out of 
control behavior. "Quiet Nights," a pro-
gram funded by the Bloomington Police 
Department in enforcement of the City of 
Bloomington's noise ordinance, began a 
program last semester aimed at control-
ling intolerable noise levels during late 
hours of the night. A taxpayer program, 
the Indiana Student University Student 
Association collaborated with six neigh-
borhoods surrounding the campus to 
pass out 5,000 doorknob hangers in "an 
effort to educate the community" about 
the program, which mandates a $50 fine 
to every resident violating the noise reg-
ulation. 
A similar restriction is in place for stu-
dent residents surrounding the 
University of Florida, where the 
Gainesville Code of Ordinances 
"restricts noise, prohibits parking on front 
lawns and only allows three or fewer 
unrelated people to live in a house in 
areas zoned as 'single-family neighbor-
hoods". According to the Independent 
Florida Alligator, a $125 citation is issued 
for ongoing problems within a 90-day 
span, $250 for a third offense, and a 
mandatory court appearance for a fourth 
warning. Committees have also consid-
ered raising landlord permit costs, 
whom, with the rising real estate costs, 
seem to be providing students eager to 
live off campus a cheap alternative by 
allowing more than the persons legally 
permitted to live in one house. 
Joe Schmidt, a University Park 
Neighborhood Association member of 
the U. of Florida, doesn't think fining stu-
dents solves the problem, however. He 
says, "We're paying police professionals 
to baby-sit rich kids". Gainesville City 
Attorney Marion Radson similarly com-
ments, "The [larger] problem is that the 
University of Florida continues to grow. 
There is no new campus housing," 
Radson said. "So what is the result? 
There are more rental houses in our 
neighborhoods." 
Likewise, Regis, feeling the crunch of 
a larger student body, has seen housing 
demands increase. According to Kristen 
Wall, assistant director for residence life 
out of a 1260 student body, 597 student; 
are living on campus, while at least 191 
Regis students are living in near vicinity 
of Regis. These students are subject to 
the Public Nuisance Abatement 
Ordinance, enforced by Denver Police to 
help restrict disruptive behavior. 
Photo by Chris Dieterich 
Paul Alexander, director of the Institute on the Common Good facilitat th 
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Beginning at 10:00 p.m. through 7:00 
a.m., community members of the 
Denver area are encouraged to help 
limit the amount of "disturbances" and 
"gang-related criminal activity". Offenses 
can cost a minimum of $500 to a year 
suspension in jail of up to $999. 
Expulsion from the residence after 
repeated citations is also possible. 
However, like the program installed at 
the U. of Florida, the real problem lies in 
the fact that such programs appear to 
just "baby-sit rich kids". Enforcement of 
such policies seems to be the harder 
issue, as neighbors become increasing-
ly frustrated with students who never 
seem to learn and with policies that don't 
seem to work. 
Bill Williams, director of Campus 
Safety, expressed his opinion on the 
matter. "Generally speaking, loud party 
complaints occur during peak activity 
periods, [putting] loud party complaints 
lower in priority," he said . "[Also], there 
are other reasons such as refusal of the 
complainant to file charges, assurance 
by the party attendants to comply with 
the officers request to quiet down and 
sadly apathy by the officers who 
respond." 
Mayorga expressed, "Yeah, I total!~ 
understand why neighbors are pissed, 
she said. "People can make excuses. 
Kids will be kids. Toddlers will be tod-
dlers. College students will be college 
students. That doesn't make their mis-
takes okay, though." . 
In addition, despite the costly punish-
. st, 
ments, some students are eager to JU -
fy their behavior. At the Regis dialogue, 
a resident said "One night, I was fed up, 
' ·1 was 
and made sure the student knew I xt 
me as I signed a complaint. The ne h 
day, I got a beer bottle thrown throug 
my window." Retaliation is another con-
cem of many residents, who, despite 
numerous efforts to politely warn their 
student neighbors, have in some shape 
orform received a "leave me alone" type 
of response. "It's frustrating," said an 
individual at the dialogue. "We're just try-
ing lo make things better. But if this is 
what happens when we try to do some-
thing, what's the point?" 
According to the Daily Nebraskan, 
"Red-tagging," a program concerning 
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
(UNL) serves to mark "party houses" 
with a neon-red sticker rather than fining 
"People can make excuses. 
Kids Will be kids. Toddlers will 
be toddlers. College students 
will be college students. That 
doesn't make their mistakes 
okay, though." 
!Mir Sludents. Students, however, dis-
like. lhhe program, saying, "This type of 
Pums rnent · · . . 1s s1m1lar to wearing a scar-
let letter or public mark of punishment." 
Joy 21tta, Lincoln Police Capt., added to 
the ~Udents' concern, "Only a small per-
cen u ge of the wild party houses are 
OCC ~led by students". Omaid Sabih 
~;~~e ~I.of the Association of Student; 
• the f nivers1ty of Nebraska also said, 
bl~ for aact that students aren't responsi-
ficult rnaionty of the parties was a dif-
i h Point to get across to a upset 
ne ~esborhood [of] residents." 334 wild 
6ctobe Were reported between early last 
small / and this January, but only a 
studen:ct1on of them were hosted by 
Sirniiarl Dialogue Y, at the Regis-Berkeley 
• a neighbor complained, "I 
OD 
D 
D 
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Cartoon by Jacqueline Kharouf 
While 597 students live on campus, at least 303 students have local off-campus 
addresses, with approximately 191 of those living in the immediate Regis vicinity. 
know its Regis students when I see red Being a good neighbor misconduct to the Denver Police and 
cups. And they start cussing and break- Adam's County Sheriff. After citations 
ing glass." Another man agreed, "It's Colorado State University (CSU), also are investigated and ejudicated in the 
embarrassing on behalf of Regis ." facing similar problems, has found sue- city and country court system, the Regis 
Students at the dialogue tried to kindly cess in their Party Partners workshops, Judicial Board can begin review under 
remind the neighbors, however, "Not all particularly in their Noise Violation work- the Student Code of Conduct, according 
of us are like that." shop, which aims to "educate students lo Bill Williams. 
In most cases, many students feel on how to have responsible parties and 
unjustly stereotyped. UNL and Regis to give ideas on how to improve rela-
students both expressed to their neigh- lions with their neighbors." Student com-
bors that a lot of the problems the resi- ments include, "I now know how I affect 
dents face, such as public urination, the community, and I will now start to 
trash, and other frequent party problems respect my community," and "I will know 
are issues students object to as well. how to approach officers and how to 
Sarah Morris, government liaison com- hold parties that will accommodate all 
mittee chairwoman at Lincoln-Nebraska aspects like neighbors and police offi-
said, "Good students are willing to get cers." 
involved [and help]." Regis University offers similar sug-
For some Regis students, the imme- gestions in an educational pamphlet for 
diate blaming puts them on the defen- students living off campus, which is 
sive. Freshmen Sarah Bolger and available at the Residence Life office. 
Allison Wynn commented, "It's their Tips include: 1. Introducing yourself to 
responsibility. It's their choice for living in your neighbors, 2. Letting neighbors 
an area they know that has college stu- know a few days in advance of planned 
dents." Bolger continued, "I mean, I parties, and when in session, keeping 
understand if students don't eventually noise down, and 3. Being responsible for 
claim responsibility for their actions. Bui, one's trash and yard. While the Regis 
if it's just a once in a while thing, some- Student Code of Conduct explains that 
times people just need to understand the "Regis University reserves every right to 
differences in the way college students take necessary and appropriate action 
live." to protect the well-being of the campus 
In light of such issues facing universi- community .. .including, but not limited 
ty campuses nation wide, Regis could to .. . off-campus events", the school has 
potentially learn and adapt a program no formal jurisdiction over non-campus 
that will hopefully bridge the people of sponsored events. 
Regis and those surrounding the area. With no distinct guidelines other than 
At the Regis-Berkeley dialogue, a "not limited to ," Regis students living off 
woman expressed, "Don't get us wrong. campus are free to make their own deci-
Regis has been a great part in the com- sions about their neighborhood relation-
munity. We just want these problems to ships. They do, of course have to abide 
gel better," she said. "We want the stu- by Denver Nuisance Abatement and 
dents to know who we are, to under- Disturbing the Peace laws, but other 
stand that it's not only their lives, but than that, Regis Campus Safety leaves 
ours too." the investigations of off-campus student 
A different approach 
According to The Chronicle of Higher 
Education, Honors English students of 
the University of Cincinnati, in collabora-
tion with Habitat for Humanity, took serv-
ice learning to a different dimension. 
Similar to Regis' service learning pro-
gram, students in the class sought to 
improve community relationships by 
showing that they care. This instead was 
the focus of the class rather than a sup-
plement to the lesson at hand. Instructor 
Beverly J. Brannon expressed, 
"Spending a week in a low-income 
neighborhood has made students 'more 
open-minded'. A student also comment-
ed, the program "helped break down 
stereotypes". Overall, the course has 
gotten astounding positive feedback. 
Likewise, College of the Holy Cross in 
Massachusetts (a Jesuit college of 2800 
students) decided to take Residence life 
services into the community. Through an 
off-campus committee created 8 years 
ago-comprised of students, neighbors, 
landlords, City Councilors, and College 
administrators--monthly meetings are 
held to address issues of mutual con-
cern of neighbors and students. 
See Living on page 8 
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Housing and growth: on and off campus 
challenges 
Andrea Silva 
Senior Reporter 
With about 1260 students currently 
enrolled in Regis College, enrollment 
numbers were once even smaller, and 
the student population has grown 13 
percent over the past five years, about 
two percent a year. Incoming fresh-
man classes grow yearly, and it is 
desired that Regis College grow to a 
maximum of 1500 students, according 
to the Dean of the College Paul 
Ewald's 2003-2004 Annual Report. 
Residence halls offer the capacity 
for 812 students, which would provide 
slightly over half (54 percent) of the 
prospected student population on-
campus residence. The 812 number 
allows 64 percent of the current popu-
lation occupancy in residence halls, 
though an existing 47 percent of stu-
dents (597 out of 1260) are residents. 
According Residence Life Assistant 
Director Kristen Wall, students are 
increasingly requesting single rooms. 
"Students are asking for singles 
because they've never had to share a 
room before" said Wall. "But, the reali-
ty is that we've had bigger and bigger 
freshman classes, and so as those stu-
dents move up the ranks, that means 
that our housing gets tighter and 
tighter every year, so we're able to 
offer fewer singles." In additional to 
Resident Assistant single rooms in 
each hall, a total of 87 students have 
singles this year: in O'Connell, five in 
Desmet, 20 in West, and 61 in the 
Townhouses. 
Freshmen are required to live on 
campus unless they live within a cer-
tain vicinity of campus; however, stu-
dents can choose where they want to 
live after freshman year. Those who 
want a single may not be able to get 
them, and if so, they may move off 
campus. Additionally, students some-
times find that they can get better living 
Living from front page 
According to Paul Irish, director of 
Student Conduct and Community 
Standards, Holy Cross S.A.D.E.R.s 
(Student Ambassadors Developing 
External Relations) offer community 
activities (such as Easter egg hunts for 
local children), encourage off-campus 
students to be good neighbors, and 
support the College Hill Civic 
Association (neigborhood associa-
tion). 
To ensure that the school can com-
municate with off-campus students, 
the Student Code of Conduct man-
dates that students provide and regu-
larly update their local addresses. The 
registrar then enforces that provision. 
With accurate information, Holy Cross 
can invite off-campus students to par-
ticipate in informational sessions, and 
distribute important information. 
CSU, in addition to their Party 
Partners program, has also been 
working on a Restorative Justice pro-
gram that hopes to prompt students 
into thinking and analyzing their con-
sequences in order to help mend 
angry relationships in the community. 
Similarly at Regis, Katie Bruen, project 
coordinator for the Institute on the 
Residence Year 
Hall Built 
O'Connell 1949 
Desmet 1964 
West 1971 
Town 2002 
Houses 
deals away from residence halls. 
The Townhouses, which are only 
offered to upperclassmen, were built 
with the intent of encouraging primarily 
juniors and seniors back to on-campus 
living. The reality is that the majority of 
upperclassmen live off campus, and 
the dynamics of growing enrollment, 
rising demand for singles, and on-cam-
pus living costs will likely see an 
increase in this percentage. 
Off-campus living has become a 
national trend, as many colleges have 
seen the gradual exodus of students 
from residence halls. The Chronicle 
for Higher Education explains how 
some schools, like Indiana University 
at Bloomington, are spending millions 
trying to lure students back to its halls. 
As of 1998, the university began reno-
vation of Wendell Wilkie Quad, with the 
aim of offering each student his or her 
own room, carpeting, and control of 
room temperature. 
Other colleges, while still trying to 
bring students back to campus, have 
responded to the shift of living interests 
with off-campus living services. At 
Common Good, has visited with repre-
sentatives of the CSU program in 
hopes of developing a similar initiative 
at Regis. Both SPS graduate students 
in the Masters of Liberal Studies pro-
gram and Regis College 
Communication students working on 
the new Conflict Analysis and Dialogue 
certificate could be trained as media-
tors if the CSU program is adapted 
here at Regis. 
The December dialogue, along with 
student perceptions, has suggested 
the need for better cooperation and 
understanding among students and 
neighbors. However, with complaints 
rather than compliments on behalf of 
students and residents alike, there is 
also a collective desire for viable solu-
tions that can be put into action. As 
Zabih of the University of Nebraska 
commented, "The conclusion is that 
we have to work together." 
Capacity Occupancy Single 
Rooms* 
194 159 5 
214 187 1 
224 156 20 
180 95 61 
eDoes not include single Residence Assistant rooms 
Jesuit Santa Clara University, in 
California, the Housing and Residence 
Life office includeshas a 
Neighborhood-University Relations 
Committee, "charged with opening 
communication lines" between resi-
dents in the surrounding neighborhood 
and the university, acknowledging the 
increased numbers of students living in 
the neighborhood. 
Ohio State University takes an even 
greater initiative to assist with students' 
decisions to live off campus. Its Off-
Campus Student Services department 
provides help with locating housing, 
finding roommates, legal referrals, and 
sublet services, among other things. 
Similar to SCU's Neighborhood-
University Relations Committee, OSU 
also has a number of neighborhood 
relations committees, as well as a 
Community Ambassadors program 
aimed at promoting community among 
off-campus students. 
Presently, Regis does not offer many 
off-campus living services. A pamphlet 
guide to living off-campus is available 
in the Office of Residence Life, and 
Wall says that Dean of Students Diane 
Cooper and Director of Student Life 
Dave Law handle judicial cases that 
happen with off-campus students. 
Wall doesn't see off-campus living 
services as a responsibility of 
Residence Life. "It would be a conflict 
of interest for our department to be 
working with outside housing 
providers. If our goal here is to keep 
students on campus and generate rev-
enue for the campus, then sending our 
business off campus doesn't make any 
sense" said Wall. However, she also 
added, "I think sometime in the future it 
would be certainly nice to have a 
department that would work with stu-
dents off campus, but because of the 
size of our school, I don't know how 
feasible that is." 
To provide more student housing, 
the Chronicle of Higher Education 
describes how colleges are collaborat-
ing with private companies to both 
build and run student housing. San 
Francisco State University benefits 
from contracting with private compa-
nies, which build the housing complex-
la Ml4rtttlia 's Day Spa 
g Body Sltop 
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-Student massage 
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Ranger 
Roundball 
Women finish last week-
end homestand with wins; 
Men lose, chances slim for 
playoffs 
Lindsay Viall 
Staff Reporter 
Women's 
The Rangers are only two games 
away from the regular season confer-
ence championship. With two wins 
this weekend against Fort Hays State 
and Chadron State, Regis advances 
to 16-1 in conference play. They are 
now two games ahead of the second 
place team, Nebraska Kearney, who is 
14-3. 
Friday night Regis took on Fort 
Hays, who was 13-2 coming into the 
weekend. Fort Hays started out with 
their usual aggressive play, and led by 
one point at half time. The Tigers led 
39-38 at the half. Regis came out with 
a powerful second period, scoring 50 
points. Senior Lindsay Viall had 16 of 
her team high 19 points in the second 
half. Diana Lopez added 17. 
Regis went on to win again on 
Saturday night against Chadron State. 
The Rangers dominated the entire 
game. Early in the first half the score-
board showed 22-1. Regis went on to 
nearly double up the Eagles, 94-48, 
and sweep lowly Chadron, who have 
only managed three conference wins. 
Diana Lopez had the hot hand with 26 
points. Aiste Slenyte added 15 and 
Lindsay Viall and freshman Emily 
Kuipers added 10 each. Coach Linda 
Raunig picked up her 275th win as a 
coach at Regis. With the victory, the 
Rangers set a school record 24 wins 
in a season. Women's basketball will 
host an RMAC Quarterfinal playoff 
game next wednesday. 
Men's 
Playing the number one team in the 
country is hard, and upsetting them for 
a win-even more difficult. The 
Rangers gave their best effort against 
Fort Hays State Friday night. Playing 
only seven players, mainly due to 
injury, Regis battled with the Tigers all 
game long. Starting off slow, the 
Rangers trailed by as much as 16. 
However, with three point shooting by 
Senior Jay Goral and inside moves by 
Ben Schafer, the Rangers closed the 
gap and only trailed by five at the half 
(39-34). The game went back and 
forth all game long and the Rangers 
stuck right by the Tigers all game long. 
With only 20 seconds left, the 
Rangers were down 67-64. Regis 
needed a stop on defense. And they 
got one! However, the could not grab 
the ball off the miss and with the 
Tigers' offensive rebound came a 
Ranger foul. The Tigers squeaked out 
the win with a final score of 69-64. 
Goral would lead the Rangers with 19 
points and Ben Schafer and Chris 
Brever would add 12 and 10 points, 
respectively. 
On Saturday night, the Rangers 
looked for a much needed win against 
Chadron State. However, they came 
up short. For the second time this 
season, the Eagles had a comeback 
win over the Rangers. Regis con-
trolled the game most of the first half 
and into the second half. However, 
they never dominated play and let the 
Eagles stay around too long. It cost 
them the game. Up by one with close 
to a minute remaining, the Rangers 
turned the ball over. If they want to 
gain the eighth seed for RMAC play-
offs they will have to win both games 
this weekend against Colorado 
School of Mines and Colorado 
Christian. They will also have to count 
on Mines to pick up another loss, or 
for someone on the west division of 
the conference to lose in order for 
their record to be good enough for a 
spot in RMAC's. 
Photo by Chris Dieterich 
Three lady Rangers scramble for a loose basketball in last Saturday's 
home victory against Chadron State. Regis went on to beat the Eagles by 
46 points. 
Ranger Home Games Of The Week 
Women's Softball 
Feb. 25 - Adams State, 12, 2 pm 
Feb. 26 - Adams State, 11 am, 1 pm 
Women's Lacrosse 
Feb. 25 - CWLA, 10:00 am 
Men's Baseball 
Feb. 24-26 - RMAC Pre-Season Tournament 
Feb. 24 - CSU-Pueblo, 3:00 pm 
Feb. 25 - Fort Hays State, 11 :00 am 
Feb. 25 - New Mexico Highlands, 3:00 pm 
Photo from of mscd.ed 
Behind the 
Metro rivalry 
Erica Easter 
Sports Editor 
In the past year, the Regis and 
Metro State women's soccer team 
squared off in an intense champi-
onship rivalry. Other teams, as well , 
have their own battles with Metro. 
Many people speculate about our 
seemingly perpetual nemesis, but 
Athletic Director Barb Schroeder 
offers some insight regarding this 
query. 
Schroeder, the women's basketball 
coach from 1981-90, competed 
against Metro in the Continental 
Divide Conference, which is now the 
Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference 
(RMAC). She remembered that the 
basketball team at that time was not 
very good, but in the last ten years 
their programs have taken off. 
Reminiscing about the "weak sister," 
Schroeder recalls that Metro's volley-
ball team was easy to beat. Because 
Metro is a larger, less cost prohibitive 
institution, they can pick from a 
greater pool of athletes. In fact, 
Metro's enrollment of 15,000 makes 
them the largest NCAA division two 
competing school. 
After reminiscing about the good 
ole fun rivalry days, Schroeder says 
the competition is "less friendly these 
days." Today, Metro is extremely 
competitive in basketball , soccer, and 
baseball and has garnered national 
championships in basketball and soc-
cer. On of the turning points for 
Metro's athletic success was hiring 
men's basketball coach , Mike 
Dunlap, who has two national cham-
pionships to his name. Schroeder 
also believes "Regis does not have 
the luxury of walk-ons; Metro can 
attract a large number of kids and it is 
affordable." 
Despite Metro's athletic success, 
they also have to raise money for 
scholarships every year, unlike 
Regis, who is allotted nearly $2 mil-
lion a year for scholarships. One 
aspect of this rivalry is that the two 
teams are about ten minutes from 
each other, which is unusual. 
Perhaps no one will really know the 
motive behind this deep-seeded hos-
tility that these two teams posses for 
each other. Or maybe it is just anoth-
er ordinary cross town rivalry? 
Highlander 9 
Player Profile 
Name: Etienne Materre 
Year: Sophomore 
New or old Players to watch 
out for: Sean Chase, Brad 
Schumakher, Matt Huff, Craig 
Deaver. 
Greatest moment in your 
baseball career: Being 
named freshman of the year 
for the RMAC in 2005 
Predictions for this season: 
I think we are going to make 
some noise in the conference 
and surprise a lot of people 
this year. 
Regis' club 
rugby kicks off 
new season 
Amelia Noyes 
Staff Reporter 
Regis University's Men's Rugby 
begin their season against Mines on 
February 26th at 1 pm. The Rugby 
team is currently ranked sixth in the 
Western Conference. Junior Drew 
Bower predicts they "are on the same 
road as last year except they are 
stronger and they have more heart." 
Bower adds that their biggest chal-
lenge is to overcome their arch 
nemesis UNC. He believes "ifwe play 
our game on the day, we can be 
ranked first in the nation." Senior Joe 
Keppler urges students to attend the 
game at Mines because • they are a 
big rival , and it will be a good, hard-
hitting, clean game." Coach Hattrup 
says that Nick O'Shea, Will Sumner, 
Pete Johnston, and Chris Eulau are 
some new faces to look out for this 
season. With the promising predic-
tions by the coach and players, the 
Regis rugby team will be an exciting 
team to watch this season. 
• 
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Discover Beringer Denver 
Restaurant Week 
Justin Parnell 
Associate Editor 
Living off a college budget may not 
allow for spending $36 for grilled beef 
tenderloin with sauteed mushrooms, 
caramelized onions and red sauce at 
Highland's Garden Cafe (3927 West 
32nd Avenue), but the Beringer 
Denver Restaurant Week may give 
your wallet some relief. 
Denver's second annual restaurant 
week scheduled for February 25 
through March 3 will include 120 
restaurants, each offering a two-per-
son multi-course dinner for a prix-fixe 
If You Go 
Denver Restaurant Week: 
February 25 - March 3 
Multi-course dinner prices: 
$52.50 (two people) 
$26.40 ( one person) 
Participating restaurants 
& reservations: 
www.denverrestaurantweek.com 
of $52.50 or $26.40 for one person 
(not including tax or gratuity). 
The gastronomic festival, presented 
by the Denver Metro Convention & 
Visitors Bureau, Beringer Vineyards, 
and the Denver Newspaper Agency, 
served more than 25,300 meals at 83 
participating restaurants during its 
inaugural year. This year the event 
has added several new restaurants to 
its lineup in order to raise the city's din-
ing reputation nationwide, including 
Kevin Taylor's at the Opera House 
located at the Ellie Caulkins Opera 
House, Corridor 44 and Five Degrees 
in Larimer Square. 
"It's a celebration of Denver's culi-
nary scene," said Rich Grant, Denver 
Metro Convention & Visitors Bureau 
director of communications. "It's an 
attempt to get people out to enjoy and 
try new restaurants or visit old 
favorites." 
In fact, the culinary week has proven 
to be a success. In the 2005 Metropoll 
Study, a survey of top meeting plan-
ners regarding 40 U.S. cities, Denver 
jumped in ranking 14th for fine dining 
last year, up from 21st in 2004, before 
the festival's debut. 
The fixed price, Grant explains, 
allows for people who live on tighter 
budgets to finally explore restaurants 
Larimer Square will feature 10 particpating restaurants during the 
Beringer Denver Restaurant Week, including Bistro Vendrome, The 
Capital Grille, Corridor 44, Cru Wine Bar, Del Mar Crab House, Rioja, 
Samba Room, Sambuca, Tamayo, and 5*. 
that are gaining national attention for Capital Grille and the The Fort. For 
their innovative dishes and trend-set- fresh seafood flown in daily from both 
ting chefs. 'The price is the same for coasts, check out Jax Fish House and 
neighborhood restaurants and for the McCormick's Fish House & Bar. To 
most upscale and expensive restau- explore international flavors, reserve a 
rants in the city," he said. "It will cost table at Mirepoix at Cherry Creek 
(college students) $26.40 to have a North's JW Marriott, Red Square Euro 
three-course dinner at Mizuna, Luca Bistro, or Rioja. 
d'ltalia, Zengo, The Fort, Tamayo - For a room with a view, head up to 
restaurants that would normally cost the Pinnacle Club Restaurant and 
much more than this." Lounge, located on the 38th floor of 
Several of Denver's notable steak- the Grand Hyatt, offering beautiful 
houses will participate including The views of 140 miles of the snowcapped 
Front Range. 
Marrakech Cafe puts flavor back in an old tradition mor:~=~~~:n~se;:e~i;~~1.dc~~~~e~u~ 
Jacqueline Kharouf 
Spotlight Editor 
The Marrakech Cafe is a little slice 
of the Middle East in the heart of 
Denver. An oasis of sweet smelling 
tobacco smoke, loud Arabic and 
American music you can almost belly 
dance to, and cramped, but cozy 
smoking tables, this hookah bar is a 
great place to spend a Saturday night 
with good friends. 
According to hookahcompany.com, 
the hookah originated in India about a 
thousand years ago and was first 
designed to smoke opium. Eventually, 
the design and smoking ingredients of 
the hookah were refined into the con-
figuration used today. A hookah is a 
tall glass or bronze vase which holds 
cold water in the bottom and tobacco 
on top. The tobacco, or shisha, a com-
bination of regular tobacco, dried fruit, 
and molasses, comes in any number 
of flavors. The shisha is cooked over 
the hookah by coals, which rest on top 
of the hookah. One then smokes the 
hookah by inhaling the shisha smoke 
as it is cooled by the water. 
In recent years, hookah bars have 
become increasingly popular, espe-
cially for teenagers and college stu-
The Marrakech Cafe, located on S. 
Colorado Blvd., offers shisha, the 
flavored tobacco smoked in a 
hookah, like the two hookahs pic-
tured above, and honey tea for only 
about $40 for six people. 
dents. In the USA Today article 
"Hookah trend is puffing along," 
Wendy Koch explained that one rea-
son for this trend is the myth that 
smoking a hookah is less of a health 
risk than smoking a cigarette. While 
Free Wifi • Internet 
4 Compac Computer Stations 
Book Store • Patio 
Oh yeah, Daz Bog Coffee too! 
hookahcompany.com lists shisha as 
containing 0.5% nicotine and 0.0% tar, 
compared to most cigarettes which 
contain 2.0% nicotine, the USA Today 
article sited data that a hookah, 
smoked for 45 minutes, "delivers 36 
times more tar than a cigarette, 15 
times more carbon monoxide and 70% 
more nicotine." Despite these health 
risks, which the USA Today article 
failed to connect to frequency of use, 
hookah bars are a relaxing social 
event that is quickly becoming more 
popular across the country. 
My own adventure to the Marrakech 
hookah bar began around 7:00 last 
Saturday evening. After entering the 
Marrakech Cafe, the owner, a tall, 
lanky man sporting a red Turkish cap, 
greeted my friends and I with high-
fives all around and showed us to a 
table. After choosing our flavors, 
strawberry and peach, the tall blue and 
green glass hookahs were brought to 
our table. One hookah is usually only 
enough for three people, so my friends 
and I ordered two hookahs for the six 
of us. Uncoiling the long pipes from 
the hookah tubes, my friends and I 
began to smoke from the hookah 
pipes. While several of my friends 
merely let the smoke out quickly, and 
coughed slightly when they inhaled too 
much, others were able to make 
smoke rings or let the smoke ooze out 
slowly. Tables surrounding ours were 
fairly empty when we arrived, but by 
8:30 the place was packed to the brim. 
Patrons occupied each of the small 
booths, which line the tiny cafe, and a 
long table placed down the middle of 
the room. Most of the other patrons 
are college students, but there are also 
some older people and regulars. 
Smoking the hookahs takes the six of 
us nearly two and half hours to finish, 
but by the time we are done the room 
is nearly over run by college students. 
The experience was well worth the trip 
and my friends and I leave after paying 
about $40 for our two hookahs and 
tea. 
Vesta Dipping Grill for fondue or mise 
en place, a culinary cooking school 
offering two for one classes. 
The local Highland's Garden Cafe, 
ranked as one of Denver's top three 
restaurants by the Zagat Survey, will 
offer a house salad with mixed greens 
and lemon, garlic, and asiago vinai-
grette for its first course. The second 
course will offer festival diners a 
choice of beef stroganoff on fettuccine, 
chipotle glazed salmon with pico de 
gallo, or half roasted chicken on sage 
bread "salad." The third course on the 
Cate's fixed multi-course menu will 
allow diners to choose from the daily 
dessert menu. 
Interested diners can log on to 
Denver Restaurant Week's website 
(www.denverrestaurantweek.com) 
and browse all 120 multi-course 
menus from each participating restau-
rant and a make a reservation online 
or by phone. 
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Oscar Preview 
Jacqueline Kharouf 
Spotlight Editor 
Golden Globes and could repeat its 
success at this year's Oscars. 
Although the 78th Annual Academy 
Awards are only two weeks away, 
Oscar buzz has been in the air for 
months. Last season's movies like 
arokeback Mountain, Munich, or Good 
Night, and Good Luck have been stir-
ring up controversy since their select 
theater debuts. Actors and actress 
have, once again, played the roles of 
their careers. And directors have 
made movies that define their individ-
ual styles and perspectives. 
Capote, a film highly praised for the 
performance of its star, Philip Seymour 
Hoffman, has also been nominated for 
best picture, along with nominations 
for best actor, best supporting actress 
Catherine Keener, best adapted 
screenplay, and best director, Bennett 
Miller. 
It should come as no surprise that 
one of the most talked about films of 
the year has nominations in seven cat-
egories. In addition to being nominat-
ed for best picture, best original score, 
and best adapted screenplay, 
Brokeback Mountain has Heath 
Ledger nominated for best actor, Jake 
Gyllenhaal nominated for best sup-
porting actor, Michelle Williams nomi-
nated for best supporting actress, and 
Ang Lee nominated for best director. 
The film was very popular at the 
Steven Spielberg, who, in addition to 
filming one of the summer's top box 
office hits, has been nominated for 
best director for his film Munich, which 
has also been nominated for best orig-
inal score, best adapted screenplay, 
and best film editing. Munich, one of 
the many controversial films this sea-
son, was well-supported by the film's 
excellent cast, especially that tall , 
dark, and handsome Aussie, Eric 
Bana, who, unfortunately, was not 
nominated for best actor. Spielberg's 
War of the Worlds was not forgotten 
however, and has nominations for best 
visual effects, best sound editing, and 
best sound mixing. Fortunately, Tom 
Cruise was also not nominated for 
• • 
Hiahlonder Piclu: 
Best Picture: Brokeback Mountain Best Documentary Feature: March of the 
Best Director: Steven Spielberg, Munich Penguins 
Best Actor: Heath Ledger, Brokeback Best Live-Action Short: Our Time is Up 
Mountain Best Animated Short: The Moon and the 
Best Actress: Reese Witherspoon, Walk Son; an Imagined Conversation 
the Une Best Animated Feature: Tim Burton's 
Best Supporting Actor: Matt Dillon, Crash Corpse Bride 
Best Supporting Actress: Rachel Weisz, Best Foreign Language Film: Tsotsi 
The Constant Garden Best Visual Effects: War of the Worlds 
Best Cinematography: Batman Begins Best Film Editing: Crash 
Best Makeup: Star Wars: Eposide Ill- Best Adapted Screenplay: Brokeback 
Revenge of the Sith Mountain 
Best Costume Design: Charlie and the Best Original Screenplay: Good Night, and 
Chocolate Factory Good Luck 
Best Original Song: "In the Deep,• Crash Best Sound Editing: War of the Worlds 
Best Original Score: Munich Best Sound Mixing: Walk the Line 
Best Documentary Short: God Sleeps in Best Art Direction: Good Night, and Good 
Rwanda Luck 
Photo by Bridget McLaughlin 
This past Friday KRCX hosted the band Soular, who gave a free concert in 
the Ranger Grille to benefit the Regis Mexico Project. 
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best actor. 
Standing alongside Brokeback 
Mountain, Capote, and Munich, Good 
Night, and Good Luck has also been 
nominated for best picture. The film 
was directed by George Clooney, who 
also starred in the film opposite the 
excellent David Strathaim. Strathaim 
and Clooney both have nominations 
for best actor and best director, 
respectively. Clooney has also been 
nominated as best supporting actor for 
his role in Syriana. Good Night, and 
Good Luck has been nominated for 
best cinematography, best original 
screenplay, and best art direction. 
The last movie to be nominated by 
the Academy for best picture was 
Crash, which compared to its fellows, 
has only a few nominations across the 
ballot. Crash has been nominated for 
best director, Paul Haggis, best origi-
nal song, "In the Deep," best film edit-
ing, and best supporting actor, Matt 
Dillon. 
It seems surprising that Walk the 
Line was not nominated for best pic-
ture, especially because its two stars, 
Joaquin Phoenix and Reese 
Witherspoon, were both nominated for 
their roles and took home Globes last 
January. The film was fairly popular 
for nominations however, receiving 
several in the categories for best actor, 
best actress, best film editing, best 
sound mixing, and best costume 
design. 
In the true spirit of the Oscars, The 
Highlander has picked its winners in 
each category. Watch the Oscars 
March 5 at 6:00 p.m. on ABC to see 
how our choices hold up to the 
Academy's. 
DJ Profile 
'Da.,u.c.L , _N'-LHJ.a-, 
d"t.c.uJ.c 
1. Name of your show: Dine-N-
Dash 
2. DJ name: Ninja Dan 
3. Hobbies outside of the radio: 
Climbing and people 
4. If you could tell anyone any-
thing what would you say to 
them? hello 
5. If you could be any animal 
what would you be and why? 
A Dog, easiest life ever 
6. Cereal of choice? Rice crispy 
treats 
7. If you bad a fish what would 
you name it? Bubbles 
8. What kind of music do you 
listen to? Anything blue under 
the sun 
9. If you could get a dream 
band to come to campus who 
would it be? 
Gandhi on bass, Jesus on vocals, 
lance on guitar, Romero on 
drums and ceaser Chavez on 
keys. 
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Tamara Hackfort 
Contributing 
Columnist 
The elusion that I have power is 
laughable to me. In addition to large 
amounts of notoriety (an increasing 
problem, just last week I had to run 
away from a large group of WBT 
fans), I have had people lobbying to 
make it into my column. At first it was 
just friends who wanted their name 
mentioned, which is not a big problem 
at all, but now I have everyone from 
my little sister (who reads the column 
on-line) to librarians and professors 
soliciting me to write articles about 
what bugs them. It wasn't until a cou-
ple of weeks ago that I even knew 
anyone read my article. I realized that 
people did, in fact, read WBT after my 
column on clapping. For about two 
days I couldn't go anywhere without 
people throwing their wrists, palms, 
and phalanges in my face as they 
slapped their skin together only to pull 
it away and do it again. People have 
offered column topics to me that 
include everything from the extra 
piece of paper when you print off doc-
uments (an interesting thought since 
we are now limited to 1,000 pages per 
semester. Technically, you could dou-
ble this if you only print one page at a 
time because every print job has that 
annoying and worthless divider page.) 
to the weather and one suggestion to 
write about the empty tampon 
machines in the bathrooms. I started 
this column because my friends say I 
have a goofy sense of humor and now 
everyone seems to be bothered by 
idiosyncrasies like mine. Today the 
funniest thing happened. Someone 
came up to me and begged me NOT 
to write an article about something 
going on on-campus. First of all, I am 
completely flattered that they would 
think of me as someone whose opin-
ion the university body considers 
worth reading . Secondly, I am 
impressed with their total lack of self-
confidence that they would worry 
about me poking fun at them. I guess 
I would offer everyone this piece of 
advice criteria: If before your action is 
announced or underway, you can 
forsee someone devastatingly making 
fun of you, its probably not a great 
idea to begin with. Now I am not 
going to tell you the organization (I 
promised mums the word) but I will tell 
you that I think it is absolutely silly that 
anyone would worry about a column 
ripping them to shreds. I have been a 
member of many organizations, many 
events, many planning committees 
and never has a column in a newspa-
per printed every seventh day been a 
logical obstacle to cross. That being 
said, if anyone has been offended or 
irreparably damaged by anything I 
have written, I am deeply sorry. Have 
a good week everyone. 
Movies are due by March 3. 
Hurry up and turn in your film. 
Applications and sign up are 
available in Student Activities. 
sign up and win prizes! 
Any questions call x3505 
} 
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Campus Events 
I t1l·...,da y. I d,,11.11 y 21 Wellness Table/ Student Center 8:30 am SharePoint training / Carroll Hall 10:00 am 
, German Table/ Ranger Grille 12:45 pm 
, Regis Huki Lau! / Quad 5:00 pm 
, New Anti,Catholicsm / Men View Room 7:30 pm 
SharePoint training / Carroll Hall 2:00 pm 
James Cline guitar retical / Berkeley Ch. 7:30 pm 
, Lead with Style/ Ranger Grille 8:00 pm 
, OAP Indoor climbing / Fitness Center 
I h111-..d.1,·. I ch, 11.11·,· l \ BSA Dance 
Thrills: The Regurgitator / Student Ctr. 10:00 pm 
I I id .I\·. I ch, 11.11 ,. 2-1 Spanish Table/ Ranger Grille noon Father Sheeran Ignatian Retreat departs 
Ranger .Athletics 
l\ 1 EN'S BASKETBALL 
at Colorado School of Mines 8:00 pm February 24 
F b 25 • I C 1 d Chris· 
\ \'()l\11 EN'S BASKETBALL 
February 24 
February 25 
February 24, 26 
February 24 
February 25 
February 26 
February 25 
February 26 
March 18 
February 25 
March5 
at Colorado School of Mines 
at Colorado Christian University 
BAS EBA I .I. 
RMAC Pre,Season Tournament 
CSU,Pueblo 
Fort Hays State University 
Tournament Finals 
S(1FTBALI . 
Adams State (DH) 
Adams State (DH) 
~1EN'S LACROSSE 
Fort Lewis 
\\ "()~tEN'S LACROSSE 
CWLA 
at ueens 
6:00 pm 
5:00 pm 
3:00pm 
ll:00 am 
TBA 
noon 
11:00 am 
2:30pm 
10:00am 
2:00 m 
Tuesday, February 21, 2006 
February 21,23 Go For Zucker!/ Starz Film Center 
Land of Plenty / Starz Film Center 
February 21, 25 Gem of the Ocean I Space Theatre 
Measure for Measure / Stage Theatre 
February 21,26 The Heiress/ Arvada Center 
February 21,March 2 The Human Body / Phipps IMAX Theatre 
February 21,March 3 ll:59 / Starz Film Center 
February 21,March 5 The Boyfriend/ Temple Buell Theatre 
February 21,March 9 Mystic India/ Phipps IMAX Theatre 
February 21,March 11 Jesus Hates Me/ Ricketson Theatre 
February 21,April 29 The Patsy Decline Show/ Clocktower Cabaret 
February 21,May 5 Alexander, Who's Not Going To Move / Arvada 
February 21,May 21 The Second City: Red Scare/ Gardner Galleria 
February 21,May 28 See Into Liquid/ Museum of Contempoary Art 
February 22, 25 Nonna/ Ellie Caulkins Opera House 
February 24,March 9 Oscar Shorts/ Starz Film Center 
February 25, March 3 Denver Restaurant Week 
Febru 27 March 31 Heaven and Home I Denver Art Museum 
ebruary 21 
ebruary 23 
CONCERTS _ ·-· --~·.:. 
Motion City Soundtrack/ Gothic Thtr. 
B.B. King / Paramount Theatre 
Bon J ovi / Pepsi Center 
iJ., -~- .. 
b 26 D G IC d W k • I 
5:30pm 
7:30pm 
7:30pm 
645 
February 21 
February 27 
February 28 
March2 
March3 
MarchS 
PROFESSIONAL SPORTS · _.: 
Charlotte Bobcats at Denver Nuggets 7:00 pm 
Milwaukee Bucks at Denver Nuggets 7:00 pm 
Minnesota Wild at Colorado Avs 7:00 pm 
Columbus Bluejackets at Colorado A vs 7:00 pm 
Edmonton Rush at Colorado Mammoth 7:00 pm 
Grand Rapids Rampage at CO Crush 12:45 pm 
Classifieds 
YOU'RE INVITED!! 
Where: Kairos XV 
When: March 24-26 
RSVP by March 3 
Registration available outside the 
Office of University Ministry 
Last Call 
Across 
1. Gum 
5. Fatty part of milk 
9. Was indebted to 
10. Dolt 
11 . Ringing instruments 
13. Monastery of an abbot 
15. Due to the fact that 
16. Cunning 
Down 
1. Redbreast 
2. Female sheep 
3. Herbert --, US 
novelist 
4. Doing nothing 
5. Employed to drive 
a car 
6. Applies friction to 
7. Implant 
8. Monkey 
12. Bird frightener 
14. Yes 
17. Revolution 
18. Continuation of 
the coat collar 
19. Past tense of stand 
20. Digging tool 
22. Italian lake 
--------1----1 23. Egyptian river 
25. Entirely 
---4---41-----...1----1 27. Earthenware 
container 
21. Narrative 
24. Visible exhalation 
26. Dry red Spanish wine 
28. Yellowish citrus fruit 
29. Noisy 
30. Permit 
31. Barrier 
Sudoku 
Enter digits from 1 to 9 into the blank spaces. Every row and 
column must contain one of each digit, as does every 3x3 square. 
1 7 5 
7 4 2 9 
8 6 
4 5 
1 8 
7 6 
7 3 
9 5 8 1 
3 9 6 
Solutions for this week's crossword and Sudoku 
puzzles can be found at www.regishighlander.com 
